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Introduction
Let B(H) be the algebra of all bounded linear operators on an infinite dimensional complex and separable Hilbert space H. For 
A,Be B(H), let $A,B denote the operator on B(H) defined by 5A,B (X) = AX -XB. If A = B, SA is called the inner derivation induced by A 6 B(H).
Let A denote a complex Banach Algebra with identity e. A state on A is a functional f € A* such that /(e) -1 = ||/||. For x 6 A let
WQ{X) -{F(x) : f is a state on A}
be the numerical range of x [5] . WQ{X) is a compact convex set containing coa{x)
( the convex hull of the spectrum of x ) [1] ,
is the special numerical range of A. An element a is finite if 0 G Wo (ox -xa) for each x in A; T{A) (or J r ) denotes the set of all finite elements of A. It is known that T contains every normal, hyponormal and dominant operators (see [4] , [5] ). In [4] the author initiated a more general class of finite operators called generalized pair of finite operators defined by
It is shown in [4] that if A, B € A, then the following statements are equivalent.
(
Also in [4] the author showed that QT is closed in A. In this paper we present some pairs of operators in QT.
Main results
Let AR{A) and (?I(A) denote, respectively, the right spectrum and the left spectrum of A.
Recall that n-1 a n x -xa n = a n~%~l (ax -xa)a l ¿=o for all x € A.
It easy to see that if ab = ba, then for all x G A we have n-1 na n~l b = a n x -xa n -^ a n-i_1 (ax
If there exist a normalized sequence {/n}£Li C H and some scalar A such that \\(A -A)*/n|| < ^ n and
Hence (A,B) is a generalized pair of finite operators, i.e., (A,B) 6 QT.
Proof. Given the required sequence, we have for n > 1 Letting n tend to infinity we get ||6|| < a 2 ||ax -xa -e\\. Now, if c is the right or the left inverse of b, we get 1 = ||e|| < i* 2 ||c|| -xa -e\\ < a 2 ||ax -xa -e||. REMARK 2.2. In the statement of the above theorem the case a < 1 can be excluded, since ||a n || < a n -> 0, we should have b = 0, a contradiction. for all integers n, ||A n || < a,n € N and A kn = I, where k n = nm, n € N, it suffices to apply Corollary 2.1(i). REMARK 2.3. Note that the operators mentioned above are in general neither normal nor isometric. To see that, it is enough to consider on a 2 dimensional H the operator where a € C \ {0}. For this A we have A 2 = I and A is neither normal nor isometric.
